
My  teaching  philosophy  properly  entitled  Lucienian  Thought™ centers  around  5  key
elements. Those five key elements of  Lucienian Thought™ are as follows:

• Non-Linear Dynamic Thinking
• Interdisciplinary Studies
• Simplicity
• Efficiency
• Robustness

The logic of Lucienian Thought™ derives from the fact that I have come to the realization that
Sociology is not only in need of a new and innovative theoretical initiative but, a new way of
empirically and scientifically analyzing the interconnectedness of the seemingly infinite amount of
social systems that are all simultaneously in operation around the world. Moreover, Sociology is
also in need of a new way of understanding the impact of the interactions that occurs between social
systems on a non-linear dynamic basis. In addition, from my perspective Lucienian Thought™ will
aid Social Scientist in understanding these social dynamics that not only spawns from these social
systems but, it will offer an explanation into how and why the groups and societies that make up
these social systems find themselves in the current state(s) that they are in. 

Non-Linear Dynamic Thinking
In a complex world where non-linear complexity only becomes even more complex by the

very evolutionary nature of all  social  systems,  this  phenomena of non-linearity and complexity
occurs in order to fulfill the social systems need of survival. Lucienian Thought™ has been created
because there is no Hard or Soft Science that completely explains the non-linear dynamics that
takes place between and within groups of a society and the phenomena of complexities that are
associated with such. So my teaching philosophy is to teach in a non-linear way that is in step with
the non-linear complexities expressed by social systems.

Interdisciplinary Studies
The Philosophy of Lucienian Thought™ again is one that is built on my love, admiration

and respect  for  the  following academic  disciplines:  Mathematics,  Physics,  Sociology, Quantum
Physics,  Quantum  Mechanics,  Psychology,  Biology  and  Cybernetics.  These  sciences  when
synthesized  and  fused  together  bring  concreteness  to  the  theories  espoused  from  Lucienian
Thought™. For  we all  know how free  thinkers  and scientist  of  all  calibers  seek to  be able  to
implement findings into action anywhere on the planet thus, validating those findings and building
on them to further refined them to suit their needs.

Simplicity
Any  theory  that  is  projected  from  Lucienian  Thought™ must  be  simplistic  so  when

conveyed anyone under sound mind and judgment can not only receive the knowledge but, they
should be able to digest it and be they should also be able to utilize this knowledge in his or her own
daily life at their level of cognition.

Efficiency
Building upon Simplicity, Lucienian Thought™ prides itself on being Efficient. This means

minimum amount of study time, minimum amount of effort to understand and the minimum amount
of energy expelled when its theories are deployed within context to a social operation. 

Robustness
The application of Lucienian Thought™ should yield robust results and push the observer

utilizing it to seek new and creative ways to solve problems. Its Robustness is solidified by the Hard
Sciences that construct it. Because of its interdisciplinary background it stands strong when placed
under  pressure and scrutiny and endures  when other  sociological  theories  may possibly fail  to
explain complex dynamic social phenomena. The user of Lucienian Thought™ should be pushed to
seek out new outcomes and probabilities in context to the social world. Lastly, the Robustness of
Lucienian Thought™ should push the boundaries  of logic  and critical  thinking of the observer
utilizing it hence, enhancing the totality of the observer.

This is my teaching philosophy, this is Lucienian Thought™.


